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ABSTRACT 
 

The red-cockaded woodpecker (RCW) is federally listed as endangered under the 1973 
Endangered Species Act (ESA) due to loss of nesting and foraging habitat. Under the ESA’s Section 
7, all federal agencies are directed to work to conserve endangered and threatened species and 
ensure their actions do not jeopardize the continued existence of any listed species (US Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) 2019). Section 7 actions currently taken for RCW protection include 
ground and manned aerial surveys for foraging habitat and cavity trees with selected methods 
dependent on factors like site accessibility, site hazards, and/or survey area size. The objective 
of this study was to evaluate the ability of current Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) and 
associated UAS technology to perform aerial RCW cavity tree surveys. Specifically, tests involved 
Dà-Jiāng Innovations (DJI) Mavic 2 Zoom and Matrice 210 RTK quadcopters and associated 
technology. Test missions consisted of aerial transects and cavity tree checks. The Mavic 2 Zoom 
and Zenmuse Z30 cameras were tested for their ability to live stream and capture RCW cavity 
tree data in longleaf pine (Pinus palustris) forest and loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) dominated 
nonriverine swamp forest habitats. Preliminary results showed tested UAS platforms could 
perform real-time RCW cavity tree checks, fly small aerial transect missions, and capture aerial 
RCW cavity tree data. Flight limiting factors included UAS battery life and strict Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) line of sight requirements. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The purpose of the 1973 ESA is to protect and recover imperiled species and the 

ecosystems upon which they depend (USFWS 2013). Section 7 (Interagency Cooperation) of the 
Act directs all federal agencies to work to conserve endangered and threatened species and 
ensure their actions (funded or authorized) do not jeopardize the continued existence of any 
listed species (USFWS 2019). If federal actions “may affect” a listed species, consultation with the 
USFWS is required (USFWS 2019). The RCW is a bird species listed as endangered under the 
provisions of the ESA. Federal listing of the RCW in 1979 is attributed to loss of habitat consisting 
primarily, but not exclusively of open, mature old growth pine forests (preferably longleaf pine) 
located in U.S. coastal states extending from New Jersey to Texas, and interiorly to portions of 
Oklahoma, Missouri, Tennessee, and Kentucky (USFWS 2020). Present actions used and/or 
required by the USFWS to ensure RCW protection include cavity tree surveys and cavity tree 
checks/status updates. These tasks are performed prior to the impact of potential RCW habitat 
and/or for the management of existing RCW populations. 
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The RCW is a territorial, non-migratory species that makes nesting and roosting cavities 
in live southern pines generally over 80 years old (Hooper et al. 1980; USFWS 2002; USFWS 2020). 
The aggregate of cavity trees used by a group is referred to as a cluster and consists of one to 
numerous cavity trees (USFWS 2002). RCW cavities have been found in longleaf, loblolly, short-
leaf (Pinus echinata), pond (Pinus serotina), slash (Pinus elliottii), and Virginia (Pinus virginiana) 
pines (Hooper et al. 1980). Most cavity entrances are 5.1 cm (2 in) in diameter, generally located 
below any live branch, between 6.1 and 15.2 m (20 and 50 ft) above ground, and open to the 
south and west (Hooper et al. 1980; Locke and Conner 1983; USFWS 2003; Texas A&M Forest 
Service 2020). Other documented RCW cavity tree characteristics include a scaled plate of 
exposed sapwood surrounding the cavity entrance, and flowing resin wells that may coat the 
trunk making the tree conspicuous from a distance (USFWS 2002).  
 

For the purposes of surveying, RCW nesting habitat consists of pine, pine/hardwood, and 
hardwood/pine stands that contain pines 60 years in age or older (USFWS 2003). Surveys consist 
of line transects through stands and visually inspecting all medium-sized and large pines for 
evidence of RCW cavity excavation (USFWS 2003). Current guidelines recommend north-south 
transects no greater than 91.4 m (100 yds) apart in very open pine stands and < 45.7 m (50 yds) 
apart in areas with dense midstory (USFWS 2003). Survey transects must be spaced so that all 
trees are inspected (USFWS 2003). RCW cavity tree surveys are performed aerially (e.g. fixed wing 
and helicopter) and by ground. The selected method is typically determined by site accessibility 
(e.g. midstory density, flooding, remoteness), visibility, and/or survey area size. Both methods 
supply effective results but contain inherent risks and inefficiencies (e.g. low altitude manned 
flights, dangerous and/or inaccessible terrain, adverse weather conditions, dense canopy and/or 
midstory) that may affect staff safety, project efficiency, and survey accuracy.  

 
This study’s purpose was to identify a survey method that mitigates the risks and 

inefficiencies of current RCW surveys while improving cavity tree detection, repeatable data 
collection, and survey documentation. Consequently, we tested two UAS platforms and 
associated UAS technology to perform aerial cavity tree surveys. Study objectives included: 

 
1) Test ability of the DJI Mavic 2 Zoom with integrated camera sensor to perform 

autonomous aerial transect missions and detect RCW cavity trees. 
2) Test ability of the DJI Matrice 210 RTK to perform waypoint missions to RCW cavity trees 

and perform real-time cavity checks. 
3) Test ability of the DJI Mavic 2 Zoom and Zenmuse Z30 cameras to live stream view RCW 

cavity trees and to capture beneficial photographic and video data. 
 

MATERIALS 
 

All UAS platforms, flight applications (apps), software and accessory electronic equipment 
were consumer grade with no modifications (Table 1). Selection of UAS platforms, flight apps, 
and monitor equipment were based on consumer availability, cost, and current company access 
and/or ownership.  
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METHODS 
 

Flight testing for UAS assisted RCW surveys was conducted over eight days December-
March 2018 and 2019. Flight crews consisted of a pilot, visual observer, and an experienced RCW 
biologist. Testing was performed outside the RCW nesting season in longleaf pine forest and 
nonriverine swamp forest habitats containing known RCW cavity trees. All test flights were 
performed above canopy, from mid-morning to mid-afternoon. Aerial missions consisted of line 
transects and RCW cavity tree checks. Preflight reconnaissance was performed using desktop 
Geographic Information System (GIS) data, ground surveillance, and Airmap for Drones to ensure 
clear airspace. All UAS missions were generated using waypoints flight mode of the DJI Pilot and 
DJI GS Pro autonomous flight control apps. Flight path missions were created in ArcGIS and/or 
Google Earth Pro prior to uploading into DJI GS Pro and DJI Pilot. Selected flight apps were chosen 
because of compatibility with the DJI Mavic 2 Zoom and Matrice 210 RTK UAS platforms.  
 

Aerial Transects 
 

All aerial transect missions were performed using the Mavic 2 Zoom and Mavic 2 Zoom 
camera. Flight path grids were created in ArcMap 10.6 or Google Earth Pro and exported as KML 
and/or KMZ files. These files were imported into DJI Pilot and DJI GS Pro to generate unique RCW 
flight missions. Aerial transects were tested over 2- and 4-hectare plots. Two-hectare (4.9 ac) 
plots were surveyed flying double coverage, perpendicular grids at < 30 m (98.4 ft) intervals in a 
North to South, South to North, East to West, and West to East flight pattern. Four-hectare (9.9 
ac) plots were surveyed flying single coverage transects at < 30 m intervals in a North to South, 
South to North flight pattern. Flight transects were flown at intervals ensuring visual overlap. 
Maximum plot size was limited to a UAS flight time of one battery with 30% remaining charge to 
ensure safe return to home point. Flight speeds ranged from 9.7-12.2 kph (6-7.5 mph) and was 
limited to the maximum speed an experienced RCW biologist could accurately perform live 
stream aerial surveys. Live stream surveys were performed by viewing a 4K video monitor linked 
to the pilot remote controller by a high definition multimedia interface (HDMI) cable. Mission 
altitude was defined as 1.5 m (5.0 ft) above the flight path’s tallest tree. 
 

RCW Cavity Tree Checks 
 

RCW cavity tree check missions were performed using the Matrice 210 RTK and Zenmuse 
Z30 camera. Test missions consisted of autonomous waypoint flights to known RCW cavity trees 
using DJI GS Pro. Waypoints were generated by uploading each tree’s documented latitude and 
longitude. Cavity tree checks were performed flying 360° orbits around target trees while 
manually controlling the camera for cavity observation and data capture. The maximum UAS 
flight time was limited to one battery with 30% remaining charge to insure safe return to home 
point. Real-time surveys were performed by an experienced RCW biologist using a 4K video 
monitor linked to the pilot remote controller. Mission altitude was defined as 1.5 m above the 
flight path’s tallest tree. 
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Camera Settings 
 

Mavic 2 Zoom and Zenmuse Z30 testing occurred during day light hours in sunny, partly 
sunny, and overcast atmospheric conditions. Preflight camera settings were selected in DJI Go 4 
flight app prior to initiation of autonomous missions using DJI Pilot and DJI GS Pro. Camera 
parameters tested included focus (auto vs manual), ISO (100 vs 400), white balance (Sunny and 
Cloudy), color mode (D-Cinelike vs Normal), neutral density (ND) filter (No filter vs ND16), gimble 
angle (-35° vs -45°), and video resolution (1080p vs 4K). The H.264 video compression codec and 
MP4 file container format were used for all video production. All photos were recorded in JPG 
format. GPS coordinates were acquired for all captured data using the Mavic 2 Zoom and 
Zenmuse Z30’s video caption function. Optical zooms were tested for each camera to identify the 
maximum magnification required for sharpest trunk views and RCW cavity characteristics. 
Captured photographs and video were stored to a Sandisk extreme plus 128 GB secure digital 
(SD) card during mission flight.  
 

Post Flight Video Correction 
 

All post flight video was reviewed for data quality and ability to view RCW cavity trees. 
Video editing was tested to determine if color, saturation, sharpness, and contrast enhancements 
could improve RCW cavity tree detection. Post flight edits were performed using DaVinci Resolve 
16 video editing software (free version). 

 
RESULTS 

 
All Mavic 2 Zoom and Matrice 210 flights were performed without incident, injury, or 

observable effect to the RCW. Both UAS platforms functioned as designed and successfully 
completed all autonomous flights. The Mavic 2 Zoom and Zenmuse Z30 cameras successfully 
viewed RCW cavity trees and captured data during aerial transect and cavity check missions. 

 
Aerial Transects 

 
The Mavic 2 Zoom’s flight time was 12 to 16 minutes depending on wind speeds and 

required one battery for one double coverage 2.0-ha plot. Flight altitudes were habitat 
dependent and consisted of 29.9 m (98.0 ft) in longleaf pine forest habitat and 42.7 m (140.0 ft) 
in nonriverine swamp forest habitat. The Mavic 2 Zoom camera’s recorded 4K video required 
approximately 11.1 GB of storage per one double coverage 2.0-ha flight. Single coverage 4.0-ha 
flights were discontinued after initial testing because of inability to maintain UAS visual line of 
sight.  

RCW Cavity Tree Checks 
 

The Matrice 210/Zenmuse Z30 UAS platform’s flight time, battery usage, and 1080p data 
storage were variable between missions. Factors affecting these parameters included total cavity 
trees observed, observation time per tree, and total data captured per tree. Flight altitudes were 
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habitat dependent and consisted of 29.9 m (98.0 ft) in longleaf pine forest habitat and 42.7 m 
(140.0 ft) in nonriverine swamp forest habitat. 
 

Camera Settings 
 

Mavic 2 Zoom and Zenmuse Z30 camera settings were adjusted throughout UAS testing 
to improve live stream, and data quality. Final camera settings included auto focus, ISO (100), 
white balance (Sunny and Cloudy), color mode (D-Cinelike and Normal), ND filter (ND16), gimble 
angle (-45°), and video resolution (4K and 1080p). Selected white balance was dependent on 
atmospheric lighting conditions. D-Cinelike color mode and 4K video resolution were unique to 
the Mavic 2 Zoom camera and not available for the Zenmuse Z30. Maximum zoom settings were 
2x optical zoom for the Mavic 2 Zoom and 30x optical zoom for the Zenmuse Z30.  
 

Post Flight Video Correction 
 

Post flight video correction was tested for the Mavic 2 Zoom camera. Correction 
objectives were to improve video quality, enhance cavity tree characteristics, and increase cavity 
tree detection. Video color, saturation, sharpness, and contrast edits were habitat dependent, 
and based on the editor’s preference. Edits to nonriverine swamp forest video were performed 
to reduce the effects of sun glare. Preferred correction edits included no color or saturation 
correction; video sharpness 0.37-0.38; and video contrast 1.1. Edits to longleaf pine forest video 
were performed to reduce the effects of canopy density and shadows. Preferred correction edits 
included RGB color correction balance, slightly red dominant; 80% saturation; video sharpness 
0.37-0.38; and video contrast 1.1.  
 

DISCUSSION 
 

This study’s purpose was to identify a survey method that mitigates the risks and 
inefficiencies of current RCW surveys while improving cavity tree detection, repeatable data 
collection, and survey documentation. Specifically, we evaluated the Mavic 2 Zoom and Matrice 
210’s ability to perform aerial transect and cavity tree check missions in habitats containing 
known RCW clusters. The Mavic 2 Zoom and Zenmuse Z30 cameras were also evaluated for the 
ability to view and capture useful RCW cavity tree data. 

 
The Mavic 2 Zoom and Matrice 210 UAS platforms and flight control apps proved reliable 

and performed as designed. All autonomous missions were successfully completed, and flight 
path accuracies verified using GPS data generated by the Mavic 2 Zoom and Zenmuse Z30 
cameras. Mission success was habitat independent and attributed to proper pre-flight planning 
and flying in conditions that mitigated weather-related hazards. Ranquist et al. (2017) discussed 
these hazards (e.g. reduced visibility, loss of communication, and loss of UAS control) and their 
increased risk while flying in poor weather conditions (e.g. fog, haze, rain, wind, and turbulence). 
Other flight considerations included adjustments for terrain (e.g. flat coastal plain wetlands vs 
rolling sandhills), tree heights, and other aerial obstructions (e.g. powerlines and manned 
aircraft). Mission altitudes were adapted per habitat to ensure obstacle avoidance while 
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maintaining the lowest flight above canopy. Aircraft visual line of site was maintained using 
scaffolding, terrain, and visual observers.  

 
RCW cavity tree observation and data capture were achieved using the Mavic 2 Zoom and 

Zenmuse Z30 cameras. Cavity tree identification characteristics included tree species, crown 
shape, approximate tree age, bark scaling, cavity plate presence, and visible resin flow (Hooper 
et al. 1980; Locke and Conner 1983; USFWS 2002; USFWS 2003; Texas A&M Forest Service 2020). 
Successful cavity tree detection was reliant on unobstructed trunk (bole) inspections. Factors 
negatively affecting trunk inspections included sun glare, shadows, and midstory and canopy 
obstruction. Consequently, camera and flight settings were adjusted to mitigate these factors 
and improve 360° trunk viewing. Applied changes included low altitude flights, increased lens 
zooms, -45° gimble angles, ND filter usage, decreased flight speeds, flights in overcast conditions, 
and double coverage flight patterns. Jackson (1985) commented on the benefits of multi angle 
tree views and overcast flight conditions in a previous aerial RCW study. Following the study, he 
stated “the highest aerial RCW survey accuracies can probably be attained by double coverage 
of the area using perpendicular transects on calm, overcast, winter days” (Jackson 1985). Survey 
views improved following camera and flight adjustments; however, 100% trunk inspection was 
never achieved for surveyed trees.  

 
Successful cavity tree detection was based on the presence and visibility of resin flow 

(sap) located on RCW cavity trees. Jackson (1985) documented similar findings while using fixed-
winged aircraft to locate RCW colonies in southeastern pine forests. In comparisons between 
mission types, greater effort was required to detect cavity trees during aerial transects vs cavity 
tree check missions. This finding was expected with increased efforts attributed to the aerial 
transects unknown cavity tree locations, UAS directional flight, and 2x camera zoom. Cavity tree 
entrances were never observed in real-time for aerial transect missions, and rarely in captured 
data. This contrasts with cavity tree checks where known tree locations, stationary flight, and 30x 
camera zooms made cavity tree detection easier and cavity entrance observation common.  

 
Survey habitat affected RCW cavity tree detection. Consequently, cavity tree detection 

required more effort in nonriverine swamp forest habitat vs. longleaf pine forest. Factors 
affecting detection efforts were attributed to differences in forest structure, site hydrology, 
cavity tree species, and RCW activity. Nonriverine swamp forest habitat consisted of a dense 
understory, scattered canopy, with numerous reflective surfaces (i.e. light bark hardwoods and 
flooded wetland hydrology). These habitat characteristics resulted in physical and weather 
related (i.e. sun glare) obstructions impeding both cavity tree detection and data capture. As 
previously stated, cavity tree detection was based on the visibility of sap on the cavity tree’s 
trunk. This conspicuous candle-like appearance is a function of pine resin flow and RCW activity 
(e.g. old vs new resin wells and scrapes) (USFWS 2002). Cavity trees within the nonriverine 
swamp forest habitat were composed of loblolly pines with 7 of 10 trees documented as inactive. 
In visual comparisons between the loblolly and longleaf pine cavity trees, loblolly pines did not 
produce as much resin as longleaf pines. This observation coincided with a previous USFWS 
document which stated, “longleaf pine produces more resin when wounded than other pines” 
(USFWS 2002). Additionally, RCW inactivity resulted in older resin flows that were less visible 
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than fresh resin flows. Consequently, cavity trees located in the nonriverine swamp forest were 
less visible because of the loblolly pine’s lower resin production, RCW inactivity, and visual 
obstructions. In contrast, longleaf pine forest habitat was dry with an open understory, and 
longleaf pine canopy. Habitat openness and decreased reflective surfaces (e.g. dark pine bark 
and upland hydrology) minimized and/or eliminated those visual obstructions observed in 
nonriverine swamp forest habitat. Additionally, 7 of 9 RCW cavity trees were documented as 
active with fresh resin flows. These factors combined with the longleaf pine’s greater resin flow 
made RCW cavity tree detection less difficult in longleaf pine forest habitat.  
 

Preliminary test results suggest UAS assisted RCW cavity tree surveys are accurate and 
reliable. Observed benefits include rapid UAS deployment and recovery, accurate and 
reproducible flight missions, decreased aircraft operational and maintenance costs, and 
collection of high-resolution, georeferenced data. UAS and GIS integration via GIS generated 
flight paths and survey grids also provide valuable tools for RCW management. These tools 
establish a permanent framework for systematic data collection allowing RCW managers to track 
site changes over time.  

 
Primary survey limitations consist of strict FAA visual line of site requirements and limited 

battery flight times. These factors restrict aerial mission size requiring multiple UAS launch sites 
for large land tracts. FAA Part 107 line of sight waivers are available for UAS operators; however, 
these waivers are typically difficult to obtain. Observed battery limitations are platform specific 
for the Mavic 2 Zoom and Matrice 210. Consequently, longer lasting UAS batteries are available 
for other UAS platforms. Absence of a universal UAS controller is the study’s primary equipment 
weakness. DJI’s UAS specific controllers, flight apps (i.e. Pilot and GS Pro), and monitors (i.e. 
android and iOS operating systems) require duplicate equipment purchases, multiple file formats 
for flight missions (i.e. KMZ and KML), and the inability to attach external monitors to all 
controllers. Other survey considerations are data storage and current federal policy banning use 
of foreign made UAS platforms over federal lands (e.g. military bases, national parks, etc.). RCW 
managers will require additional storage systems (e.g. solid-state drives, cloud-based systems, 
etc.) for the large amount of data captured during UAS flight. Additionally, RCW managers will 
need to consider United States manufactured platforms or risk project cancellations or delays 
while awaiting federal guidance regarding the status of foreign made UAS platforms. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Preliminary testing suggests UAS technology is a viable solution for the performance of 
RCW cavity tree surveys in difficult to access or inaccessible areas. While current technology and 
regulatory limitations somewhat constrain UAS utility, UAS platforms may perform a useful role 
in RCW management by filling the gap between traditional ground and aerial surveys. Real-time 
and post flight data review demonstrates the ability of existing UAS cameras to provide spatially 
high-resolution data. This is a useful capability allowing RCW managers to document and track 
survey results over time. Other potential benefits of UAS-assisted surveys are improved staff 
safety and project efficiency. These benefits may be realized by fewer low altitude manned 
flights, decreased need for staff to enter hazardous areas, rapid access to inaccessible and/or 
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difficult to access areas, and reduced project delays attributed to weather related flight 
cancellations. 

 
Since study resources were time and funding limited, additional studies are 

recommended to test RCW survey capabilities of UAS platforms. These include performance of 
large-scale detection and monitoring surveys, cavity tree detection rate comparisons between 
traditional and UAS-assisted surveys, and continued testing of other UAS platforms for survey 
effectiveness (e.g. different manufacturers, fixed wing platforms, different cameras, etc.). These 
studies would provide cost benefit data for UAS-assisted surveys, compare survey effectiveness 
between traditional and UAS assisted survey methods, and continued performance testing of 
emerging and existing UAS technologies. 

 
Limitations 

 
This study consisted of a series of small-scale field tests due to time and funding 

constraints. Acknowledged limitations included a partial background review, limited study 
design, and small sample size (i.e. repeated test flights, UAS platforms tested, and RCW sites 
surveyed). Proposed improvements for future studies include sampling increased numbers of 
study plots per site, sampling additional habitat containing RCW clusters, continued sampling 
under varying light conditions, and testing additional sensor types in combination (e.g. thermal 
and multispectral cameras). 
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Table 1. Test equipment: UAS assisted RCW surveys 
Equipment Model Specificationsa 

UAS platform 

DJI Matrice 210 RTK 

Multi-rotor copter (x4), weight (4.91 kg), max flight time (24-
33 min), max wind resistance (43.2 kph), operating temp  
(-20° to 50°C). 
https://www.dji.com/products/compare-m200-series 

DJI Mavic 2 Zoom 

Multi-rotor copter (x4), weight (0.91 kg), max flight time (29-
31 min), max wind resistance (29-38 kph), operating temp  
(-10° to 40° C). 
https://www.dji.com/mavic-2/info#specs 

   

Camera 

Zenmuse - Z30 

Sensor (1/2.8” CMOS), FOV (2.3°-63.7°), 35 mm format 
equivalent (29-872 mm), aperture (f/1.6-f/4.7), shutter 
speed (1/30-1/6000s), still image size (1920x1080), video 
resolution (1080p), 30x optical zoom. 
https://www.dji.com/zenmuse-z30/info#specs 

Mavic 2 Zoom 

Sensor (1/2.3” CMOS), FOV (48°-83°), 35mm format 
equivalent (24-48 mm), aperture (f/2.8-f/3.8), ISO range 
(100-3200), shutter speed (8-1/8000s), still image size 
(4000x3000), video resolution (1080p-4K), 2x optical zoom. 
https://www.dji.com/mavic-2/info#specs 

   

Monitor 

Crystalsky 7.85” Ultra 
Bright https://www.dji.com/crystalsky/info#specs 

IPAD Air https://www.apple.com/ipad-air/specs/ 
IPAD Mini 4 https://www.apple.com/ipad-mini/specs/ 

Lilliput A12 12.5” 4K https://lilliputdirect.com/index.php?route=product/product
&product_id=781 

   

Flight apps 

DJI Go 4 iOS V4.3.29: Requires iOS 9.0 or later. 
https://www.dji.com/downloads/djiapp/dji-go-4 

DJI GS Pro iOS V2.0.9: Requires iOS 9.3 or later. 
https://www.dji.com/ground-station-pro 

DJI Pilot Android V1.7.0: Requires Android 5.0 or later. 
https://www.dji.com/downloads/djiapp/dji-pilot 

AirMap for Drones 
iOS V2.7.0: Requires iOS 11.0 or later. 
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/airmap-for-
drones/id1042824733 

   
ND filter 

Skyreat Mavic 2.0 
Zoom filters (Polar 
Pro) ND/PL – 4/8/16 

https://www.skyreat.com/product/6-pack-filter-set-
compatible-for-dji-mavic-2-zoom-filters/ 

   
GIS software ArcGIS desktop 10.6 https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.6/get-

started/setup/arcgis-desktop-system-requirements.htm 
   
Video editing 
software DaVinci Resolve 16 

macOS, Windows, Linus V16.1.2. 
https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/davinciresolv
e/ 

aLinks are supplied for detailed manufacturer specifications 

https://www.dji.com/products/compare-m200-series
https://www.dji.com/mavic-2/info#specs
https://www.dji.com/zenmuse-z30/info#specs
https://www.dji.com/mavic-2/info#specs
https://www.dji.com/crystalsky/info#specs
https://www.apple.com/ipad-air/specs/
https://www.apple.com/ipad-mini/specs/
https://lilliputdirect.com/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=781
https://lilliputdirect.com/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=781
https://www.dji.com/downloads/djiapp/dji-go-4
https://www.dji.com/ground-station-pro
https://www.dji.com/downloads/djiapp/dji-pilot
https://www.skyreat.com/product/6-pack-filter-set-compatible-for-dji-mavic-2-zoom-filters/
https://www.skyreat.com/product/6-pack-filter-set-compatible-for-dji-mavic-2-zoom-filters/
https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.6/get-started/setup/arcgis-desktop-system-requirements.htm
https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.6/get-started/setup/arcgis-desktop-system-requirements.htm
https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/davinciresolve/
https://www.blackmagicdesign.com/products/davinciresolve/
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Figure 1. Longleaf Pine Forest Habitat, Cavity Tree Checks, Artificial Cavity, Zenmuse Z30 
Camera. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Longleaf Pine Forest Habitat, Cavity Tree Checks, Cavity Starts, Zenmuse Z30 Camera. 
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Figure 3. Longleaf Pine Forest Habitat, Aerial Transects, RCW Cavity Tree, Mavic 2 Zoom 
camera, 2x Zoom, Altitude 98ft AGL. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4. Longleaf Pine Forest Habitat, Aerial Transects, RCW Cavity Trees, Mavic 2 Zoom 
Camera, 2x Zoom, Altitude 98ft AGL. 
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Figure 5. Nonriverine Swamp Forest Habitat, Cavity Tree Checks, Artificial Cavity, Zenmuse Z30 
Camera. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 6. Nonriverine Swamp Forest Habitat, Cavity Tree Checks, Cavity Starts, Zenmuse Z30 
Camera. 
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Figure 7. Nonriverine Swamp Forest Habitat, Aerial Transects, RCW Cavity Tree, Mavic 2 Zoom 
Camera, 2x Zoom, Altitude 140ft AGL. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 8. Nonriverine Swamp Forest Habitat, Aerial Transects, RCW Cavity Entrance, Mavic 2 
Zoom Camera, 2x Zoom, Altitude 140ft AGL. 


